
Air pollution is slashing years off the 
lives of billions, report finds 
Dirty air is a far greater killer than smoking, car crashes or HIV/
Aids, with coal burning the leading cause 

Coal burning, seen here at a coal-fired power station in western Germany, has been blamed for deadly levels of 
air pollution across the world. Photograph: Ina Fassbender/AFP/Getty Images
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Air pollution is cutting short the lives of billions of people by up to six years, 
according to a new report, making it a far greater killer than smoking, car 
crashes or HIV/Aids. 

Coal burning is the principal culprit, the researchers said, and India is worst 
affected, with the average citizen dying six years early. China has slashed air 
pollution in the last seven years, but dirty air is still cutting 2.6 years from its 
people’s lifespan. 

Fossil fuel burning is causing air pollution and the climate crisis, but nations 
have much greater power to cut dirty air within their own borders. The climate 
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crisis is now also adding to air pollution by driving wildfires, completing a 
vicious circle, the scientists said. 

The team said recent events had illustrated the different futures possible 
depending on whether governments act or not. Coronavirus lockdowns cut 
pollution, revealing the Himalayas to some Indian city dwellers, while wildfires 
in the western US caused serious pollution on the other side of the continent in 
New York City. 

“Air pollution is the greatest external threat to human health on the planet, and 
that is not widely recognised, or not recognised with the force and vigour that 
one might expect,” said Prof Michael Greenstone at the University of Chicago. 
Greenstone and colleagues developed the Air Quality Life Index (AQLI), which 
converts air pollution levels into their impact on life expectancy. 

The average global citizen loses 2.2 years of life with today’s levels of air 
pollution and, if nothing changes, that adds up to 17bn lost years, Greenstone 
said. “What else on the planet is causing people to lose 17bn years of life?” 

“Furthermore, we’re not just letting it happen, we’re actually causing it,” he 
said. “The most striking thing is that there are big countries where, effectively, a 
combination of the government and [societal] norms are choosing to allow 
people to live really dramatically shorter and sicker lives.” He said switching to 
cleaner energy and enforcing air quality measures on existing power plants have 
cut pollution in many countries. 
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Revealed: air pollution may be damaging 'every organ in the body' 

The report estimated the number of additional years of life people would gain if 
air pollution levels in their country were reduced to World Health Organization 
guidelines. In India, the figure is 5.9 years – in the north of the country 480 
million people breathe pollution that is 10 times higher than anywhere else in 
the world, the scientists said. Cutting pollution would add 5.4 years 
in Bangladesh and Nepal, and 3.9 years in Pakistan. 

In central and west Africa, the impacts of particulate pollution on life 
expectancy are comparable to HIV/Aids and malaria, but receive far less 
attention, the report said. For example, the average person in the Niger delta 
stands to lose nearly six years of life, with 3.4 years lost by the average Nigerian. 

China began a “war against pollution” in 2013 and has reduced levels by 29%. 
This is adding an average of 1.5 years on to lives, assuming the cuts are 
sustained, the scientists said, and shows rapid action is possible. 

“Coal is the source of the problem in most parts of the world,” said Greenstone. 
“If these [health] costs were embedded in prices, coal would be uncompetitive 
in almost all parts of the world.” 
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Fossil gas is significantly less polluting than coal and Japan said in June that it 
would offer $10bn in aid for energy decarbonisation projects in southeast Asia, 
including gas power stations. But gas burning still drives global heating and 
Christiana Figueres, former UN climate chief, said on Sunday: “Let’s be clear, 
gas is not an alternative to coal and nor is it a transition fuel. Investments in 
new gas must stop immediately if carbon neutrality is to be reached by 2050.” 

The AQLI report is based on research comparing the death rates of people living 
in more and less polluted places, with heart and lung problems being the largest 
source of early deaths. The analysis is based on small particle pollution, but is 
likely to include the effects of other air pollutants as these all tend to be high in 
the same locations. The estimates of air pollution around the world were 
derived from satellite data at 3.7-mile (6km) resolution. 
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